
Create Your Own Cult!

1. Name Of Cult

2. First Name Of A Person

3. Adjective

4. Animal

5. First Name Of A Person

6. Favorite Movie

7. Number

8. Name Of Cult

9. Year

10. Noun

11. Article Of Clothing

12. Animal (Plural)

13. Number

14. Noun - Plural

15. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

16. Noun - Plural

17. Verb - Present Ends In Ing
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Create Your Own Cult!

name of cult philosophy' is one of science, human rights and spirituality- at least this is what you will tell

people. That said, it was initially inspired by its leader First Name of a Person , who became in contact with a

mysterious Adjective skinned Animal being called First Name of a Person . It's a name

religious scholars clearly recognize from two different religions practiced today, but anyways!

Not only is your cult the best cult in the world, it is a parody cult. Yes. As indirectly as possible, your cult

parodies your all-time favorite movie, favorite movie . With Number members, your cult is

constantly growing larger by the day, thanks to numerous recruits and increasingly innovative brainwashing

techniques.

To be precise, name of cult -ism really dates back to the year Year , when a mysterious

Noun landed on the earth. Your members wear baggy article of clothing and chant the word

Animal (plural) whenever possible. Most importantly, the core idea of your cult is that some day soon,

Number large Noun - Plural will ascend into the earths core using their mystical super powers,

simultaneously Verb - Present ends in ING the world as we see it. The only chance for survival involves every

member (members only) to pack up their most prized Noun - Plural and swiftly Verb - Present ends in 

ING in a teleportation device from the very same creatures that previously ascended into the earths core.
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